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Synopsis

Bessette/Pitney's AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS: DELIBERATION, DEMOCRACY, AND CITIZENSHIP is based on the idea of "deliberative democracy": political systems work best when informed citizens and public officials deliberate to identify and promote the common good. Emphasizing citizenship, the text examines the way that civic culture and immigration impact students and shape the country. It offers solid historical coverage and a close look at civic responsibility.
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Customer Reviews

Gracias, el libro era lo que esperaba. Ademas esta en buenas condiciones. El libro llego dentro del limite de tiempo establecido por el vendedor, obvio antes de las fecha limite. En general es un buen libro, yo estoy disfrutandolo.

The previous person whom had this book colored and wrote everywhere. To be honest, that's my only complaint. I rented another book that was not colored in so it was wonderful. Just this one really shocked me!

The rental was smooth and there were no problems. I will rent all my school books from now on. Thank you!
It is an extremely expensive book but had to buy it for my American Gov't course I received it new though

Really enjoyed the material and information, up to date and bipartisan content made it for an easy read. A few opinions but were not too bias to ruin it.

Do not purchase this if you need an access code. It's not provided.

The book is in great quality. Enjoy your fast shipping.

The book and condition matched the description exactly.
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